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Wendell O. Scott M.D., LLC Named Winner of Best Independent Medical
Expert Provider Category by NJ Law Journal
New Providence, NJ (October 28, 2020) - Multi-specialty medical expert firm Wendell O.
Scott, M.D., LLC (WOSMD) is honored to announce that it has been named “Winner” in
the Best Expert Witness Provider (Medical) category in New Jersey Law Journal’s 2020
annual legal vendor survey.

“In this year fraught with uncertainty, the confidence shown by New Jersey’s highly
esteemed legal community for our practice and team of medical experts is especially
meaningful,” expressed Wendell O. Scott, M.D. “Through their confidence in the
assistance we provide, we have grown to a team of more than 55 medical experts,
backed by impeccable credentials and ethical standards, who can deliver
comprehensive, high level services in a wide variety of medical legal matters.”

The annual listing of “Best of” New Jersey Law Journal winners was developed to help
lawyers identify the finest legal products and service providers and to showcase their
top picks annually. The several dozen “Best of” categories provide an opportunity for
legal professionals to cast their votes for companies critical to practicing law. Ultimately,
“Best Of” highlights the businesses that stand out among their competitors in providing
lawyers with the essential products and services they require to successfully compete in
today’s legal marketplace.

The team of experts at Wendell O. Scott, M.D. Consulting draws from decades of clinical
experience when providing insight and guidance to America’s finest attorneys, insurance
carriers, governmental agencies and other entities. The multi-specialty medical expert
firm is comprised of highly qualified board certified physicians, nurses, physical
therapists and other medical specialists. Dr. Scott, the team of medical experts and the
dedicated staff provide superior quality service to client firms to ensure they receive
comprehensive clearly stated reporting and superior expert witness testimony including
3-D models, and trial exhibit materials. Clients also receive targeted advice about
strategic direction to ensure they have full mastery of complex medical data that
pertains to the medical legal matters in their cases.

About WOSMD
Located in New Providence, NJ, Wendell O. Scott, M.D., LLC (WOSMD) is a practice of multispecialty medical experts covering 25+ disciplines. With top academic credentials and
extensive clinical experience, medical experts provide objective opinions in medical legal
matters. For more information or to request an expert, please visit www.wosmd.com or call
(908) 830-9980.
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